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 I recommend reading it in its entirety because it's one of the best strategy games on PC and also because of this lengthy
summary. It is by all means a fun game with a great story. Emperor was designed by Zhi Zheng and was developed by Flying

Tiger and Emperor. Emperor is the first in the Emperor series which included Emperor, Emperor 2 and Emperor 3 (until 2015).
Emperor is a computer strategy game in which you play the role of the Emperor of the Rakis Empire. You start off with a small
population and you can increase your numbers by playing some military strategy. It features a large number of units from which
you can choose as well as a number of planets you can colonize, conquer and control. The game has three distinct game modes:

Campaign, Practice, and Multiplayer. The Campaign mode is intended for those who enjoy the game's intricate strategic
gameplay. The Practice mode, however, is for those who just want to improve their strategy, the Multiplayer mode is for those
who like to compete against other players online and the game's excellent graphics are intended for those who like to share their
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achievements with their friends on the internet. The game is very similar to the game Endless Space, which was developed by
Amplitude Studios and was released in the year 2013. Story The Emperor of the Rakis Empire has fallen to a powerful enemy

and is all but lost. His remaining troops have been pushed to the fringes of the Empire. He has no resources with which to
rebuild. His enemies are powerful and entrenched. To make matters worse, his people are suffering from the poisonous effects

of the Malakaster plant. The protagonist is a young Emperor who must confront and defeat his enemies in order to save his
empire. Main features There are three game modes: Campaign, Practice and Multiplayer. The Campaign mode is where you
take the role of the Emperor and guide your people to survival. To do so, you must build up your forces, prevent the enemy

from conquering you and grow your population. The Practice mode is where you can improve your strategy and tactics with the
help of well-written tutorials. The Multiplayer mode is for those who like to challenge others online. You play as the emperor

and have to lead your people to victory in the battle against his enemies. You can choose your empire size, planet and star types,
as well as the number of planets and of units you wish to deploy. The game has a large number 82157476af
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